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You'll be delighted with these sixteen beautiful new teapot designs to applique using the method of

your choice. A sampler quilt pattern is included to show off your whole collection of teapots. You'll

see color photos of quilts in a variety of styles as inspiration. Also presented: New! Kay's tips for

no-template hand applique. Learn the back-basting method.
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Don't let the pink cover fool you - Kay's elegant, graceful and/or witty teapot and teacup designs can

be adapted to anyone's preferences in color or fabric.Among the many things I love about this book

are:* The crystal-clear needle-turn applique diagrams (this would be an excellent first book for a

beginning appliquer, even a motivated child, maybe age 9+. Same goes for her other books, too, by

the way).* The fact that the designs are spacious enough to incorporate not just large-motif prints

(like on the cover) but also painted or stamped designs, or even photo transfers.(The plump pot on

p. 13 is so inspiring that I'm using it to make a political wallhanging...I'm going to phototransfer my

preferred presidential candidate's face to fabric, and applique it on the pot. Then, when he or she

picks a running mate, I'll applique their face on the cup...and then maybe put the spouses on the

sugar bowl and the creamer?)* Adaptability - Can be sewn by hand or machine. It can also be used

to make a quick gift or something more ambitious. Especially if you're the kind of person who (like

me) whips up gifts the day before. Any of the two-dozen full size patterns by itself, would make an

excellent small wall-hanging, potholder, etc. (The "apple" themed teapot on p. 14, for example,

would make a terrific end-of-year teacher's gift/wallhanging/notebook/scrapbook cover.) And if you

want to make a whole quilt, Kay shows many examples of different settings, colorways and



styles.(And speaking of paper, I think scrapbookers would appreciate this book, too; the elegant

shapes would work well as photo frames and greeting cards). I can't wait to show off my election

year teapot project (which won't be finished til they pick a running mate, of course!) Thank you, Kay,

for another useful and lovely book!

I love the design and patterns. I liked how quickly I got the pattern, in time to make Christmas

presents. I would recommend this pattern to anyone who loves to applique and who loves teapots.

Thank you supplier.

If you're a quilter who loves tea, or wants to make a gift for a tea lover, this book is your 1-stop

source. Kay's book features 16 different teapots, 2 different cup designs, 2 sugar bowls and 2

creamers so you have quite a variety of shapes to choose from. She also gives detailed instructions

for the back-basting method of applique. If you are a machine applique lover who already knows

how to do that technique, these patterns will work great. Six different quilt settings are featured. Sit

down with a cup of tea and pour over the possibilities of this fun pattern book.

What a wonderful selection of teapots to applique with full size templates to trace for either hand

applique or by machine. I chose many color values in metallics and they are beautiful, whether you

make a few for pillows or a wall hanging, or the complete collection for the quilt, these are wonderful

and such fun to make and a bit different from the usual patterns for quilts. I hear a lot of WOW's and

AHH's from other quilting friends when they see a few of these delightful teapots. GREAT BOOK!

I like the different types of teapots that are in this book. I wish however that this book had a cd that

you could print off the size template you need like her other book.This is the only book I have found

that gives you different types of teapots all in one book.Love the book.

I love to collect tea pots, since I moved in with my daughter and space is an issue I had to give

away my tea pots. Now I have made a Wall Hanging from this pattern and have some tea pots

again. Love it!

I am getting lots of compliments on my teapots after using this book for patterns! It's been fun

selecting different colors for the bodies, spouts, lids and handles to personalize each teapot. The

book has basic full-page teapots, cups, sugar and spoon outlines and color pictures inside of a



finished quilt plus directions. Also, for additional information, this author has a website that I found

helpful. I like this second book better than the first one since the shapes are more "real". If you love

teapots and applique, you'll love this book.

Loved the ideas in this book particularly as I have a dear friend whom I am always looking for

different Japanese style patchwork. It is easy to follow paarticularly as I have only monoocular

vision.
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